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The present study proposes a method of analysis which contains the factor parts
of re-conceptualizing of the Cold War within the aspects of economic, political,
and technological interaction between the USA and China, which scholars denote as the ‘New Cold War’ and ‘Post-Cold War’, so that it will offer a source
for further studies of the subject. This study outlines the ‘new cold war’ idea associated with problems of trade disputes between China and the USA that can
be analyzed in each of the identified sub-cases. What this paper has endeavored
is to define a method to establish a few extents of academic scholarship that
would contribute to IR theories and to the literature to obtain new knowledge on
the ‘New Cold War’ in the context of the recent China-USA Trade War. Our
analysis pays more attention to American actions and China's reactions in the
twenty-first century and more thoroughly covers the economic, political, security, trade, investment, and technological aspects. However, by employing the
mainstream international relations theories, this paper attempted at describing how these fundamental forces shape the foreign policy in current and future external relations between and within the foreign policy-making process
of China and the USA.
Keywords: Cold War, New Cold War, mainstream IR theories, Trade War,
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Introduction
After the fall of the Soviet Union and a journey of reunited Germany, the transformation of China came up to the world as ‘Commu-Capitalist’ hybrid nation and introduced a new turn in the political economy of international relations history. Scholars,
like Edward S. Herman and Noam Chomsky (1988), observe that a new generation
must learn the history since they have very little prior awareness of the transformation
and changes in the international society occurring in the period from the late 1980s to
the early 1990s. To understand the background and the foundation of this new transJournal of Globalization Studies, Vol. 12 No. 2, November 2021 119–142
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formation of the world, it could be agreed that it is essential to comprehend the history
that shaped the contemporary world.
By clarifying Sir Lawrence Freedman (2019), this study addresses an alternative assessment of the national communication in the ‘New Cold war’ and post-former Cold
World War era (Freedman 2019: 101–18). In this study we argue that the ‘trade war’
enlarged intensely because the strategic rivalry between China and the USA has been
provoked at the regional and international levels. In this setting, the economic development and trade competition generated and facilitated new forms of conflict between
China and the USA. These changes have a multi-dimensional impact on the discourse
of bilateral and multilateral relations, crisis, war and character and the interface of conflict with the state in the modern world. However, to correlate with this account, this
paper turns the field of international relations upside down and explores not just how the
world has transformed to change the understanding of the crisis, but how the economic
and political dynamics has transformed the world (in the context of competition). Accordingly, this study explores a conceptual and theoretical context of how that relationship has developed and how this new form of conflict between China and the USA
might contribute to the future theories and empirical analysis of international relations
studies, where the state relationship between China and the USA is considered as
a stronger, more problematic and more destructive construction than is commonly predictable in the light of Sino-American competition in the discourse of new cold war.
The Current Debates and Literature on the Recent Crisis Caused
by the US-China Trade War
The challenges faced by China and the USA have indeed caught the attention of
scholars who have raised pertinent questions as to why these two countries' strategic
competition leads them to trade crisis. The scholars define here the economic, political,
technological, industrial, patent, historical, and cultural aspects. The American arguments in the US trade relations with China are not specific to the Trump era; and even
in the studies of the early 2000s they are similar to the foreign policy outcomes produced by political elites during the Trump era. In his study titled ‘A Trade War with
China’, Neil Hughes (2005) examined the USA's discomfort concerning the economic
development of China in detail and drew attention to a possible trade war between the
two actors.
As of 2018, Joshua P. Meltzer and Neena Shenai argued that the trade tensions between China and the USA continued to increase and primarily the Trump Government
demands China to reduce its foreign trade deficit by up to $100 billion (Meltzer and
Shenai 2019: 1). On the other hand, M. M. K. Sardana (2018) identified the proposals
such as creating new service sectors, reducing investment restrictions and purchasing
more ‘energy and agricultural products’ from the USA, which China offered as a
solution but which turned ineffective (p. 1). Moreover, although negotiations between
Treasury Minister Steven Mnuchin and China's economy minister Liu, were held on the
reduction of the foreign trade deficit by up to $ 200 billion by 2020, no results were
achieved (Jakóbowski 2018: 2).
The tensions that have continued since 2018 and are called the ‘Trade Wars’ arise
from the lack of dialogue between the USA and China and can be examined under three
headings: Technology, Intellectual and Industrial Rights Wars, ‘Steel and Aluminum
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Wars’ and ‘Automobile Wars’ (Manish and Krishnan 2018: 10). In this context, the
USA's Chinese policy is built on two bases parallel to each other. It is possible to classify these fundamentals as economic and political, while the economic policy comes as
the first of these aims (Zhang 2018: 56). The investigation show that China's commercial practices caused the US companies to suffer from international trade which violates
the intellectual rights of the US entrepreneurs (Demir and Tekir 2018: 36). Additionally,
China's national security practices may control the most important technologies of the
near future which is one of the possible political and security concern for the USA (Sirby and Arunachhalam 2018: 2).
However, Chad P. Bown and Melina Kolb (2020) argue how and why the trade war
has started as the USA vs others in the context of bilateral relations and strategic
completion. They show that the trade war was started by the order of President Donald
Trump who considered China's rise and ‘trade war’ as a ‘national security threat’ for the
USA, so he imposed the tariffs on imports, which Bown and Kolb (2020) explained in
terms of five strategic ‘battles’ between the USA and others, namely, ‘Solar Panel and
Washing Machine Imports Injure US Industries, Steel and Aluminum as National Security Threats, Unfair Trade Practices for Technology, Intellectual Property (IP), Autos as
National Security Threat and Illegal Immigration from Mexico.’
Meanwhile, scholars like Suisheng and Guo (2019), Savinov with coauthors (2019),
and Sinitsyn and Kuimov (2018) point out that Donald Trump led the USA to a direct
breach of international law and multilateral agreements while seeking to ‘make America
great again’ which was driven solely by political reasons. Accordingly, these some authors find out that the US ‘protectionist foreign policy’ has been referred to as the agenda of national interest in the sense of the idea of ‘economic patriotism’ concept and
even ‘economic terrorism’. The economic interests of economic and political institutions and informal unions of the country's allies are ignored. It has become clear that the
USA is abandoning the idea and principle of free trade in order to maintain its position
as the world leader, which will contribute to the proliferation of de-globalization processes in the world economy through the creation of regional mega-unions. The USA is
not concerned in China's modernization, but the strong interdependence between countries appears to contribute to the growth of bilateral ties.
Some other scholars and institutes, like Rafi Sheikh (2018), Allison Carnegie
(2018), Chunding, Chuantian, and Chuangwei (2018), Bouët (2018), and Grossman and
Helpman (1995) analyze the US trade dispute with China and wonder how this battle
can be fought. As Rafi Sheikh (2018) points, no trade war has the winner, but each trade
war acknowledges three losers: all trading partners and global trade decline leading to
global economic growth slowing down. Allison Carnegie (2018) defines the problems
associated with Trump's escalation of trade war; while Grossman and Helpman (1995)
turn their focus to trade war and trade talks. The current trade war between the USA and
China often entails negotiations that have led to various compromises, especially from a
highly secured Chinese market. Chunding, Chuntian, and Chungwei (2018) discuss the
adverse effects of the trade war. In his essay, Bouët (2018) questions if trade wars are
advantageous and whether they can be fought quickly.
Since the last couple of years, the trade war and the strategic competition between
China and the USA have often elevated as a new area of scholarship for the literature of
post-cold war international relations, foreign policy, and economic diplomacy. Yet, de-
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spite the importance of this academic subject, especially in the situation of America's
growing ambitions and Chinese economic revolution, few scholars have sought to
examine the possible scenario of US-China relations in major global events, especially,
for the post-COVID-19 economy recovery and what academic contributions could be
made to the mainstream IR theories by analyzing the foreign policy aspect of the USChina current relations.
The Mainstream IR Theories to Reconceptualize the Cold War, Strategic Competition and Trade War between China and the USA
Over the past thirty years, scholars, researchers and practitioners of international relations have been indicating a profound eastward shift in the economic activity (Kubalkova and Cruickshank 1986; Acharya and Buzan 2007, 2010; Piachaud 2008; Dadak
2010; Sadri and Burns 2010; Say 2012; Hove and Mutanda 2015; Olanrewaju and Joshua 2015; Sune 2016; Hove 2016; Ivanis, Dordevic and Jeftic 2016; Kaplan 2019; Islam
2019a, 2019b, 2020b; Sun 2019; Ferguson 2019; Trevelyan 2020; Rachman 2020; Islam and Cansu 2020; Nyadera and Islam 2020a, 2020b; Layne 2020; Hudson and Day
2020). Extrapolating to 2050, the global economy's gravity center will continue to shift
eastward towards India and China. Within the framework of the shift in global economic gravity, the rising Asia and especially China's rise increased fears that China would
destabilize the world order. While some prominent scholars warned of the coming conflicts and concerns about China's current foreign policy (Mearsheimer 2010; Yaqing
2010; Ari 2013; Islam and Cansu 2020), however, all those works are insufficient
to explain China's peaceful rise and the US response to this rise (Buzan and Cox 2013). To
clarify this question, we need to consider the main competing theories of the international system and how it operates.
Until the end of the Cold War, the Realist approach of the Asian IR were close to
classical realism but have changed as a result of the end of bipolarity. Thereby, a new
realist paradigm of Asian international relations argues that the end of bipolarity causes
more instability and the end of the Cold War could lead to decompression of conflicts.
As Kenneth Waltz (1979) emphasizes, the anarchic structure of the international system
causes states to utilise self-help strategies in order to survive. These strategies allow the
states to behave in an unrestricted manner. Hence, Waltz's neorealism asserts that China
will also compete for power, territory and resources and defend its interests in order to
survive similar to what other states do in this anarchic atmosphere. John Mearsheimer's
offensive realism reveals an inevitable tendency of expansionism of the rising powers
which according to the ‘power transition’ theory will likely lead to an inevitable confrontation between a status quo power (USA) and its rising power challenger (China). According to Mearsheimer, the ‘mightiest states attempt to establish hegemony in their
region of the world while making sure that no rival great power dominates another region’ (Mearsheimer 2006: 160). Thus, Mearsheimer believes that as a rising power
China will seek to dominate and have no other way to secure its national interests unless
it displaces the existing global leadership hegemon. For him, to protect its national interests China will continue militarization to have a policy stance towards the USA. At the
end, the USA will have no any other choice except the confrontation with China if it
wants to maintain its hegemony. Mearsheimer's (2001 and 2006) view on China's rise and
his assertion about an inevitable war between the USA and China is mainly based on se-
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curity issues than on a non-militaristic aspect. On the other hand, there are other scholars
(that could be called realist optimists) who express the importance of power but at that of
China's limited power. Shambaugh (2004) states that China has neither an aspiration nor
a capability to create a self-centered order. Also, Charles L. Glaser says that because of
the relatively weak structural forces of two countries in terms of their power, intention,
and information, the conflict will not occur between China and the USA. Additionally,
he states the conventional attacks against each other are not possible because both counties have nuclear weapons and are separated geographically. The realist theories explain
the China's rise by its growing military might; so John Mearsheimer argues that ‘China
will eventually be seduced by the opportunity to overtake the US hegemony and that
China will not accept a subordinate role and thus support a multipolar world in order to
free itself from US unilateralism’ (Mearsheimer 2010: 387). To sum up, the realist theory is the most powerful source of fears of a rising China since the main assumption of the
paradigm claims that the rising powers will cause disruption to the international system.
Hence, considering the power transitions and their causes, the realists paint a dark picture of Asia's post-Cold War order and foresee that rising China will pose a challenge to
the existing order characterized by the global American hegemony and disrupt the
world order with its economic and military capabilities.
Within the realist international relations theories, there has emerged as a new version – Neoclassical realism which combines states' national policies with the analysis of
resources or capacity in the international system and claims to explain the states' foreign
policies. Within the realist approach the conflicts concerning the ‘Balance of Power’ theory used as a new assumption to explain the states' foreign policy actions. Neoclassical realists recognize that power is of primary importance in determining foreign policy (Wohlforth 1993; Rose 1998). They define power as the capacity of states to influence other
states or the resources they can use for this purpose. Structuralist realism within the realist
school exploits very few variables while explaining the phenomena of the international
system. In contrast, neoclassical realism, as a foreign policy theory, claims to explain
states' foreign policies and not the recurring phenomena in international relations. When
analyzing the states' foreign policies, it includes the national political elements of the
states in the analysis as well as the distribution of resources or capacity in the international
system and thus, includes more variables. In order to understand the Chinese and US foreign policy action, it is necessary to have comprehensive knowledge about the states.
Nevertheless, the liberal paradigms of the international relations in Asia particularly
emphasize the important role of interdependence as a force contributing to China's
peaceful rise (Weede 2010: 209). They claim that the deepening interdependency and
its durable impacts on both national and international politics are a crucial element of
making China's rise peaceful. Similar to realism, liberalism also has its own tragic and
optimist visions of the rise of China. The tragic parts of theory lay more emphasis on
the domestic preferences of societies and reflection in the states' foreign policies. Liberalist scholars argue that to change the status quo the Chinese government may engage in
activities which could lead to contradictions between China's political regime and the
liberal international order. Some analysts believe that the increasing dissatisfactions and
economic demands from the new middle class may bring China to an inevitable conflict
with other states and companies and this may end with hardline policies. Besides, the
theorists claim that rising nationalism, the fragility of China's domestic governance and
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domestic political unrest may derail China's peaceful rise. The optimists mainly have
two assumptions – that the interests stemming from both inside and outside of China are
not tending to conflict and besides those are collective interests rather than conflictual
ones. They argue that China will increasingly accept the rules, norms and principles
through integration into the international order and will eventually uphold the order. They
assume the economic expansion of China will provide a better interaction and a web of
non-state collective interests and foreign policies (Keller and Rawski 2007; Shambaugh
2004). Besides, some analysts predict that the liberalization of China's domestic policy
will have an ‘inside-out’ spillover effect that will lead to a more cooperative Chinese foreign policy (Liu 2006: 63). G. John Ikenberry (2008, 2011) claims that as China continues
its integration into the established international system, it also becomes a supporter of the
order. Ikenberry writes that the web of multilateral institutions and security pacts in the
global liberal order exposes states to cooperate with each other and become more integrated while building long-term multilateral and mutually advantageous relations. He
claims that as China's integrationist strategy continues, she will no more seek for gaining authority or leadership. In contrast, the ongoing liberal international order will continue even if the United States were to refuse. Hence, he asserts that China and other
emerging states will hardly attempt to change the basic rules and norms of the liberal
international order established by the USA. The liberal theorists, including the Western
ones, explain the rise of China through its economic power; they argue that the rise of
China is a very optimistic benefit for the Southeast Asian region and the whole continent and it will provide excellent opportunities for the world economy. Additionally, the
Chinese approaches through the international organizations will become an effective
tool to support the balance of power and regional stability (e.g., the approaches of
ASEAN and the ASEAN-China Free Trade Area legislation). At the end, Ikenberry
(2008) briefly notes that ‘the more institutionalized and encompassing the existing order
is, the more difficult it is for a newly rising state to overturn it’ which will end up with
more integrated China and international system rather than any alternative order established by China (Ikenberry 2008: 92).
For the constructivists, the international relations are formed not only by material
forces but also through sharing ideas and intersubjective understanding of material resources. To define the world order, the constructivist theorist underlines the important
role of ideas, norms, history, cultures and identities which emerge and are shaped by
social structures and interactions (Wendt 1992, 1995). Understanding the significance
of those factors, constructivism furthers and advances the understanding of sources and
determinants of Asia's international relations which cannot be clarified merely by materialistic perspective. However, there is no clarity what Wendt's (1992, 1995) theory offers about the rise of China, about its status quo or its revisionist power with respect to
the Western IRT. However, the theory foresees conflicts or cooperation depending on
how an idea or value-based differences emerge. One of the leading Chinese scholars of
constructivism Qin Yaqing explains the rise of China with its distinction regarding
norms and values ‘based on the Chinese way of thinking, Chinese dialectics, and Chinese understanding of human society’ (Yaqing 2010: 131). She claims that China can
introduce its own understanding of norms and values and may try to revise the international system again according to its own norms and values in order to make its rise
peaceful within the international culture that China constructs. Constructivism also suf-
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ficiently explains why a different form of regionalism is possible in Asia. Regarding the
normative and cultural factors of the Asian states, constructivism reflects the emergence
of regional institutions and dialogues in Asia after the Cold War. It explains the first regional grouping of Asia called ASEAN and its origins and evolution. Besides, constructivist theorists draw attention to fundamental ideational distinction between China and
the dominant West; they also define the regional institutions of Asia and differentiate
those Asian institutions from the Western-derived approaches. This paradigm also provides an alternative approach to Chinese scholars view because they do not consider the
rise of China as a significant threat to the global order (Chin and Thakur, 2010) and
international stability.
Historical Roots, Trade War, and New Dimensions of the Cold War
After the Second World War, the USA and USSR became two superpowers within the
new world order. One nation tried to reduce the power of the other and so the two superpowers fought each other in many various ways, through full-scale nuclear threat,
regional military conflicts, as well as espionage operations, national space race, and
ideological warfare via propaganda. This competition between the superpowers indirectly
led to the Cold War. At the end, America took the leadership of all the Capitalist Countries and Soviet Russia took the leadership of all the Communist Countries. As a result,
both stood as rivals to each other.
Raymond Aron defined the Cold War system as the ‘impossible peace, improbable
war’ because of the ‘balance of terror’ in the nuclear age (Aron 1972, 1976 and 1983;
Hoffmann 1985; Campbell 1989; Moisi 2018). In contemporary world, some scholars say
the new Cold War started with Donald Trump's election in November 2016, or his initial imposition of tariffs on imported technologies and other tools, many of which are
produced in China, in January 2018. Others date the starting point already to October
2018, when Vice President Mike Pence declared Beijing's use of ‘political, economic and
military tools, as well as propaganda, to advance its influence’ (Ferguson 2019). Besides
the Trump administration's confrontational approach to China also effectively embraced
by senators and political elites on both sides of the partisan divide and with the start of the
trade war in 2019, the two sides of the new cold war rapidly confronted each other and
argued about the American trade deficit and Chinese intellectual property theft.
The 2008 Economic Crisis and Increasing Protectionism Policies as a Tool of
Trade War
Before the 2008 global crisis, liquidity surplus occurred in the world economy. China
became a member of the World Trade Organization in 2001 and increased its competitiveness in the market by reducing the value of yuan. At the same time, the Far Eastern
countries had invested their savings in the US financial instruments so the interest rates
decreased due to the excess liquidity. The US economy has started to contract economically since 2006 and in 2009 this contraction even deepened. In the post-crisis period,
the world economy had negative effects: the growth rate slowed down, the relationship
of trust that deteriorated in the national and international economy had negative effects
on exports and imports, and demand declined as capital owners left the countries. All
these caused a decrease in the imports. In developing countries, the decreasing imports
led to a decrease in exports accompanied with growing unemployment and decreasing
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demand, and the economic crisis gradually deepened with the contraction in trade volume especially in developing countries. States tried to improve their internal structures
by taking various protective measures against stagnation in international financial markets that developed with the crisis. Within the scope of these policies, which form the
basis of protectionism, states have implemented nationalization, interest rate reduction
and support programs in order to protect the real market. Great powers were also affected differently by the crisis process. In this process, while the foreign trade deficits of the
USA increased, the Chinese economy grew between 8 per cent and 10 per cent in the
period of crisis (World Bank 2020). Therefore, the US economy started to contract during the 2008 crisis, but the Chinese economy grew during the crisis years. This is an
indication of the US protection measures against China.
In the post-2008 crisis, great powers preferred different policies depending on their
economic structure. Providing state welfare mostly due to foreign trade, China advocates
free trade, but the USA, which has advanced and completed its industrialization, is a proapplication of protectionist policies. In this context, China aims at creating more free
trade between countries by railways, highways and pipelines with the ‘One Belt One
Road Project’. On the other hand, the protectionist attitude of the USA, which has the
biggest share in global trade, has been a sign that the level of protectionism will increase in the coming period. The increasing protectionism in question is seen as an important step in terms of trade wars. Today, at the stage we have reached in trade wars,
the US administration is taking new measures to prevent trade by claiming that the trade
deficit against China is growing.
The US Protectionism Policy and Dimensions of the New Cold War
‘Protectionism’ is a foreign trade policy based on the aspirations to defend the country's
domestic producers against all kinds of destructive foreign competition. The most common advocated rationale for protectionism is to support an industry based on imports and
gain competitive advantage in the long run. Although protectionism in foreign trade is
mostly applied by the great powers, other states may also apply it. As foreign trade policies of states like the USA and China have further distorted the international system, it is
reflected in the international press and academia. As countries maintain protectionism, the
free price mechanism deteriorates, and problems arise in optimum resource allocation. As
it will cause disruptions in the world economy in general, it may cause political disconnections between states and negatively affect globalization.
Many developed countries, including the USA, argue that globalization causes unfair
competition and that less developed countries can sell their goods cheaper due to cheap
labor. It is also thought that globalization brings freedom of movement and increases migration. After the 2008 crisis, we see that the anti-immigration and protectionism policy
has grown in Western Europe and the USA. At the 2016 elections, Trump received some
of its support from workers of the iron and steel and automobile industry, who thought
it was harmed without globalization. When Donald Trump became president, he argued
that developing countries such as Mexico were in unfair competition in trade and announced that he would implement the ‘America First’ target. At the same time, Trump
suggested that the World Trade Organization was acting against the USA, and we can
say that he opposed the organization that would implement a common policy in
international trade. All this has led to USA to implement an economically protective
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policy. In this regard, the implementation of the protectionist trade policies, which
Trump expressed with slogans like ‘America First’ and ‘Make America Great Again,’
may strengthen the USA's major rivals, especially China. Countries that play an important role in the global trade may turn to protectionist policies, which may bring down
a possible contraction, currency and trade wars. For example, the US President Donald
Trump announced that a 5 per cent customs duty would be imposed on products entering Mexico from the USA in May 2019. Trump used it as a threat to prevent immigrants
from Mexico. But in fact, trade should be used as a mediating force rather than a threat
between the two countries.
Along with the Covid-19 outbreak, with the decrease in world production, oil prices
tended to decline rapidly, and oil wars started between Russia and Saudi Arabia. Saudi
Arabia wanted to be the determinant of prices in order not to affect the sales of oil due
to Covid-19. Saudi Arabia, whose economy is dependent on oil, wanted to increase its
oil sales, albeit with less profit, by lowering prices. Russia, on the other hand, did not
want to decrease oil prices without seeing economic effects. In this situation, the USA
wanted other oil producing countries to increase their oil prices. Saudi Arabia continues
to offer big discounts for its crude for the Asian buyers despite calling a truce in its
global price war under pressure from the USA. Finally, the OPEC + countries reached
an agreement, but this process was painful. Saudi Arabia and Russia blamed each other
for the crash. Putin accused Saudi Arabia of trying to destroy shale; the Saudis said
Moscow had kicked the whole thing off. None of it cut any ice in Washington. However, the fixing price has been seen as one of the factors that harm international cooperation and economy. In just a few weeks, the US oil prices fell by 34 per cent, crude oil
26 per cent and Brent oil 24 per cent (Blas 2020).

Fig. 1. The Number of Protective Measures Taken by the USA
(PCS, 2009–2017)
Source: Global Trade Alert, 2018.

Developed countries have implemented new protectionist policies for the products
that have future potential. The most striking examples can be found in policies implemented after the global financial crisis; especially, one can clearly trace these emphases
in the recent British and US administrations discourses. After the 2008 economic crisis,
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the USA is the key country that has implemented protectionist policies mostly to shield
their economy interest. It is understood that the new protectionist policies have gained
more momentum with coming of the US President Donald Trump. The USA, Germany
and Japan, which historically follow Great Britain, which is regarded as a ‘role model’
among developed countries, are the countries that implement such policies intensively.
Today, many developed countries, which aim at increasing the power center in the
global economy with the free-market argument, are implementing essentially protective
policies in different ways. The developed countries, which eventually strengthen economically, can be the hottest supporters of protectionism, leaving their free-market advocacy
for national interests.
The Trade Potential Restrictive Measures Report published by the European
Commission at the beginning of September 2013 stated that the EU countries have taken
special measures to limit trade 700 times since 2008, including, among others, ‘limited
access to information about the electricity market for foreign players’ (European Commission Directorate-General for Trade, 2014) and that the tax imposed on import products
on a global scale have increased significantly. In the period after the global financial crisis, an increasing level of protectionism stands out, especially in the G20 countries. A
report published by the WTO highlights that between October 2015 and May 2016 the
G20 countries took 145 new preventive measures. The average (October 2015–May 2016)
of these new trade-restrictive measures is 21 per month, indicating that the G20 countries'
economies have experienced the most significant increase since 2009 when the WTO was
under the spotlight (WTO 2016). Thus, the trade barriers imposed by G20 countries are
recorded as the highest monthly average protectionist trade measures observed after the
global financial crisis. However, the report states that G20 countries removed only 387 of
the 1,583 protection measures that came into effect after the crisis. The claims that affordable goods produced in China caused unfair competition in other countries' domestic markets and turn one of the most important reasons for the increasing protectionism. Many
countries have implemented anti-dumping practices against the Chinese products with the
claim of preventing unfair competition. The protective tendencies that emerged in the
post-crisis period turned into the global trade war with the policies implemented by the
US President Donald Trump in 2016. Since retaliation measures taken by the countries,
targeted by the USA, have neutralized the World Trade Organization, there is no international institution to limit or referee this trend, and it is believed that an environment in
which trade wars will be ignited further, the threshold will be exceeded and more radical
measures will expand in the coming period. In conclusion, countries that have been
strongly against protectionist policies in the past and struggled against protectionism at
the WTO meetings have now tended to reverse towards protectionism. The fact that developed countries turn to protectionist policies harms world trade. While there is serious
market shrinkage in world trade due to the crisis, the additional protectionist policies create a dangerous situation.
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Discussion: The Acceleration of the US-China Trade War
Trump Administration's Internal Policies and the Confrontation
between China and USA
To understand the the US-China new version of the cold war and the internal policies of
Trump's administration, we may start by the statement of Dieter Ernst, an economist
and researcher, cited in the article by Junko Yoshida (2020), where Ernst argued that
there is no doubt that Commerce and USTR (US Trade Representative) should
fight against unfair practices in IPR, trade secrets, and government procurement, wherever they occur, including in China. But most important, both the
US government and the private sector need to join forces and develop and implement a national strategy to upgrade the country's innovation system in order to cope with the challenge of China's innovation policy from a position of
strength ... in short, technology warfare based on crude techno-nationalism is
threatening to destroy AI's global knowledge-sharing culture. This is true both
for the ‘America First’ doctrine and for China's attempts to claim sovereignty
over its cyberspace through the Great Firewall.

As the Donald Trump administration in the USA promised during the election period, Trump prioritized economic policies involving protectionism and mobilized trade
wars in order to increase the workforce in the domestic market and at the same time
stimulate American production and trade. Stating that the steel and aluminum industries
are losing ground in the economy, the USA decided to set new tariffs and enforced regulations to strengthen these industries. In response to the US actions, China also mutually retaliated and decided on additional customs duties for many products (Shane 2018).
During the last political campaigns in the USA, Trump criticized against Biden and frequently said ‘China will own the United States’ and that if Biden wins the Americans
will ‘have to learn to speak Chinese’ (Xue and Chen 2020). Though Biden (2020) has
different critics on China, as he argued in his Foreign Affairs article, ‘to win the competition for the future against China or anyone else, the United States must sharpen its
innovative edge and unite the economic might of democracies around the world to
counter abusive economic practices and reduce inequality.’
However, the USA first decided to impose additional 25-percent tariffs on iron and
steel imports and 10 per cent on aluminum imports on March 8, 2018 justifying this decision by the reason of the US national security and stating that it was in line with the protection rule of the World Trade Organization (White House 2018a; Swanson 2018). On
April 3, 2018, the USA highlighted the issue of intellectual property, and stated that China
made $300 billion from the intellectual property theft from the US enterprises, as the former President Donald Trump said, ‘we really have to look at access, forced technology
transfer, and the theft of intellectual property, which just, by and of itself, is costing the
United States and its companies at least $300 billion a year’ (White House 2017). Therefore, the United States have announced that it will impose a 25-percent customs duty on
more than 1300 products of approximately $50 billion imported from China (White
House 2018b).
On the other hand, with the ‘Made in China 2025’ program, China plans to become
the world leader in industries, including artificial intelligence, robotics, aircraft parts
and high-speed trains. Following the US imposing an additional tax liability, on April 4,
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2018, China announced that it would impose a 25-percent customs duty on 106 items of
mechanical and agricultural products such as commercial planes, automobiles, chemicals and soybeans, which amount to 50 billion dollars. Among these products, ‘total
2019–20 U.S. soybean exports to China just above 16 million tonnes or 590 million
bushels, up 20 % on the year but down 56 % from the 2016–17 record’ (Braun 2019).
The trade wars that started in 2018 and continued to increase in 2019 have become
more damaging in recent times and even have started the currency war in addition to the
US trade war. As part of the US war on retaliation with China, there are increasing quotas, obstacles, measures and taxes. In this context, one of the increase decisions in the
customs taxes took place in May 2019. The USA has increased the customs duty of 10 per
cent to 200 billion dollars of Chinese products, even this phase was planned to rise to
25 per cent have been applied since June 2019. As a countermeasure, China declared
that it imposed an additional customs duty of $60 billion on the US goods, including
sports equipment, musical instruments and wines, ranging from 5 to 25 per cent.
In August 2019, China decided to impose additional customs duties on the US
products of $75 billion, ranging from 5 to 10 per cent; the products covered by the decision include pork liver, marble, bicycle tire and sweet corn. Following this decision, the
USA announced that it will apply a 30-percent tax on $250 billion Chinese products,
starting from October 2019. In addition to this, the USA announced that a 15-percent
additional customs duty will be imposed on technological products such as shoes, clothing, residential textiles, laptops and mobile phones, starting from December 15, 2019.
As of September 2019, the 15-percent customs duty has started to be imposed for 110
billion dollars of Chinese products (CBC 2019).
In addition to the ongoing trade wars, the United States have also started a fight for
the dollar due to China's yuan depreciation, so the exchange rate war has become one of
the agenda policies. The American central bank (FED), which had not been subject to
interest cuts for eleven years, applied the interest cuts, the first at the July meeting and
the second – at the September meeting. The resulting currency war is both the trigger
and the result of the trade war, thus, making a kind of a vicious circle.
The US-China Tech War
The technological tension between the USA and China has been going on for a long time.
Huawei had previously suffered from failing to inform officials before the takeover of
American companies and patent infringements. However, the real escalation of this tension occurred in the first months of 2018 when the trade war between the USA and China
became more prominent and spread to the technological field. While the year 2018 was
accepted as the beginning of the technology cold war between Beijing and Washington,
the year 2019 was marked by its deepening and expansion. The start was about a tit for tat
over tariff between two powers. Still, in the current fight the USA and China found themselves engaged in a technology war over the global dominance of the Chinese telecom
giant Huawei in the build-up of 5G network telecommunications (CNN 2019).
The main reason why the technology giant Huawei, which enables China to take an
advantageous position in the global technological competition, has become the target, is
the increasing power in the smartphone market as well as the power it has in the 5Gfield that is expected to revolutionize the world. The company is one of the most im-
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portant players in 5G, which the world closely follows, and also Huawei holds more
than 20 per cent of 5G standard-essential patents (Huawei 2019).
The new generation 5G mobile communication technologies would enable the formation of the ‘Internet of Things (IoT)’ which will fundamentally change daily life by
linking smart cities and autonomous vehicles. At the center of these smart cities, which
will be connected to each other, there will be the power that controls the 5G networks.
Therefore, the main reason for the tension between the two great powers is not the rivalry in the smartphone market which turns it into a global technology battle, but the increasing influence of China to challenge America in 5G technology and artificial intelligence studies. America considers the rise of Huawei and hence of China as a threat
because it has acquired intellectual property that will be effective in determining the
future of 5G and also the new world order. Data gathering and processing and artificial
intelligence rivalry, which seeks to maintain technical dominance as well as political
and economic influence among the major powers, is gradually increasing. It is expected
that 428 million devices will be integrated in 2025 in line with China's ‘Made in China
2025’ strategy (World Economic Forum 2018).
Previously, Huawei had problems with the American company's takeover process, as
it did not notify the authorities and filed patent infringements. However, the immediate
escalation of the tension took place in the first months of 2018, as the trade war between
the USA and China became steadily apparent and leapt into the technological realm. In
the 2012 report of the US House of Representatives’ Intelligence Commission, Huawei
was described as a ‘national security threat.’ As a justification, the report claimed that
the technologies of the company could be used for spying by the Chinese Government
(Holland 2019). The American authorities have raised national security concerns and,
for several years, have rejected proposals from Chinese telecom operators accessing the
US market. The Chinese companies started to be described as companies that spy on
military and security services of the USA (Salinas 2018).
Although Washington has been pursuing the ‘America First’ policy, Beijing seeks
to become the world's leading manufacturer and gain technical freedom through its
‘Made in China 2025’ policy. The USA is gradually increasing pressure on Chinese
firms and takes new steps to disrupt this plan, which it considers as a vital risk for itself.
However, some scholars, like Bremmer (2019) argue that development of a separate
system of Chinese technology with its own standards, infrastructure, and supply chains
is viewed as a significant geopolitical decision taken by China to compete with the
West. The rising tech cold war is also addressed as ‘the greatest threat to globalization
since the end of World War II’ and states a more worrisome threat than the military actions. The following Table 1 shows the chronology of the USA's actions and China's
reactions on the trade disputes from April 2017 to May 2020.
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Table 1
Chronology of Trade War between China and USA (Prepared by the Authors)
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Source: Wong and Koty 2020; Yoshida 2020.
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The Polarized World in the New Cold War
Although Chinese companies have made millions of dollars in the USA to increase their
investments and customer portfolio, the process has been reversed by increasing customs
duties and applying additional sanctions following Donald Trump's election as president. In addition, as of the end of 2018, Trump's efforts to block companies have crossed
American borders. The antagonism was internationalized when Trump called for support from Australia, Canada, South Korea and offered financial assistance to the EU
countries that wanted to join the embargo against the threat of espionage using China's
Huawei networks in countries with the US military bases (Woo and O’Keeffe 2018).
The political pressure of the US government emphasizes that doing business with
Chinese telecom companies is a ‘national security problem.’ This makes it difficult for
Chinese companies to struggle for a share of the US market for a long time. In addition to
the government, six US intelligence agencies, including the CIA, FBI, and NSA, have
warned the public against the espionage of Huawei and ZTE to prevent the use of Chinese
companies' products and services. Besides, Pentagon banned the sale of Huawei and ZTE
phones at military bases on the grounds of ‘potential security threats’ (Paganini 2018).
Anti-Huawei parties claim that this company-led network will lead to new cyber
security vulnerabilities. The fact that Ren Zhengfei, the founder and chief executive
officer of the company, served in the military before establishing the company and its
relationship with the Communist Party is seen as a threat to the national security of other countries. It is stated that with the help of the technologies developed by the company, it will engage in espionage activities related to foreign governments. In addition,
Huawei's current competitors, American Cisco, Finnish Nokia, and Swedish Ericsson,
are struggling against the company's record-breaking global sales. They deal with
Huawei as a common threat to address these challenges and boycott the company in
every possible way in many areas where the company stands out (Marek 2019).
In the final stage of the US struggle against the Chinese telecommunications industry,
Five Eyes has shared a common attitude: Australia and New Zealand have decided to ban
Huawei from their country's 5G infrastructure building process, and the British IT Group
has decided not to use existing Huawei equipment from the center of the communications
infrastructure in many areas. In addition to these decisions, the French Telecom company
Orange declared not to work with Huawei in the 5G installation, German Deutche Telecom has stated that they are concerned about Huawei's security vulnerability, and decided
to ban new generation mobile networks; Taiwan's decision to ban the use of Huawei and
ZTE's network infrastructure and equipment for five years also was added.
As a result of this competition, the countries have to choose between the Chinese or
US suppliers for the next generation of 5G wireless technology. In the process, which
may be called the new cold war period, the US administration is lobbying to prevent the
purchase of mobile and infrastructure equipment from Huawei, arguing that the company could secretly carry out espionage activities for the Chinese government. European
countries expressed concern that China could expand the scope of its intelligence activities by accessing mobile and other communications networks through the next generation of 5G technology. Huawei's growing power in the IT sector is leading anti-Huawei
countries, especially the USA, to preventive policies in which they take more precautionary measures to avoid lagging behind in the technological race. The Chinese experts
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emphasize that European countries have learned lessons from history by linking boycott
and sanction decisions with the Opium Wars (Wiseman and Bajak 2018).
It is mentioned in the report issued by the American National Security Council that
China poses a serious threat to the information security and economic stability of the
United States. It is analyzed in the study that information has become the twenty-firstcentury oil, and the way to achieve progress in the field of information and communication is to establish a safe 5G network around the world. It is also reported that China has
built the most extensive data system in the world, and if the USA fails to develop a 5G
network, it will inevitably lose its dominance over China (Kheel and Mitchell 2018).
The size of global 5G network shows that the US-China trade war is not just about customs duties, iron, and steel, automobiles, or soy. This condition points to the emergence of
next age technologies in the twenty-first century and, thus, to the global rivalry between the
two countries in which state the economic, intelligence and military power would rule. The
competition between the US-led Western world and China stands out as a technology battle,
which is the twenty-first-century oil and technological dominance with it.
At the last stage, mutual diplomatic initiatives, the reactions of the international
community and arrests of former diplomats, businessmen and citizens are indicative of
the tension between the two powers which is getting out of control. It is an undeniable
fact that what happened between the USA and China will lead to lasting damage to the
future of bilateral relations as the beginning of a new cold war. Though ‘in every context, more cooperation rather than less is the best way to arrive at an unparalleled solution’ (Islam 2020a). Table 2 shows the future relations and confrontations between China and USA and the trade and tech war under the auspicious of new cold war in three
theoretical frameworks such as liberals, realists and constructivists; however, this idea
has been previously argued, developed and discussed by Aaron L. Friedberg (2005) in
his article on ‘the Future of U.S.-China Relations: Is Conflict Inevitable?’
Table 2
The Future Peaceful and Conflicting Trade Relations between USA and China
Theorists

Liberals

Realists

Constructivists

Peaceful Trade Relations
Interdependence Trade Relations

Conflicting Trade Relations
As China's Administration:
Authoritarian Trade Policy
Institutions
The Threats of Institutional
Change between Two Countries
Democratization
The USA current and Future Administration: A Crusading Democracy,
and Interactive Effects such as
Trump's Administration
China's Trade Expansion: Limited
China's Trade Relations: Rising
China's Global Trade Policy Aims:
China's Global Trade Policy Aims:
Constrained
Expanding
Security Dilemma of Both Countries: Security Dilemma of Both Countries:
Muted
Intense
Identities, Strategic Cultures, Norms Inflexible and ‘Hardening’ via Shocks
Related to Trade: Flexible and ‘Sof- and Disputes, as like Huawei Crisis
tening’ via Institutional Contact between the Two Courtiers

Source: Friedberg 2005.
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Conclusion
While the Washington follows ‘America First’ and ‘Make America Great Again’ strategy, Beijing's ‘Made in China 2025’ strategy aims at becoming the world's production
leader and achieving technological independence. In order to disrupt this plan, which it
sees as a vital risk for itself, the USA is gradually increasing pressure on the Chinese
Huawei and ZTE companies and taking new measures in this direction. These two strategies can be seen as heralding the new cold war in the field of advanced technology. This
undeclared war between the US-led Western world and China stands out as a struggle
over data, which is the oil of the twenty-first century, and also over winning technological superiority. Therefore, it is possible to describe this new phenomenon as the period of
‘New Cold War’. This points to the global competition between the two actors: which
state will dominate in the twenty-first century in the emerging generation of technology,
and hence obtain the economic, intelligence and military power.
Trade wars, as the history of the world economy shows, have no winners. Both
sides suffer defeats, but the USA has had a long record of winning trade agreements and
getting other countries to stand back. China has also demonstrated its ability to negotiate, raising bilateral trade imbalances to USD 200 billion, and liberalized its domestic
market for the US firms. However, the requirements and sanctions imposed by the USA
have a substantial impact on China's industrial policy and are threatening the ‘Made in
China 2025’ plan. The foregoing suggests that the PRC will likely gain leadership in ten
high-tech technologies (robotics, artificial intelligence, etc.). The USA is convinced that
China's first gains in executing the program derive from the use of American technology and would continue to limit the Chinese industry's access to them. Trade Wars,
which cover a long time since 2018, have not been resolved ultimately between the two
countries. In order to solve the problem, more effective diplomacy and joint decisions
between Beijing and Washington should be implemented. Even though what happened
between the two countries during this period is not in an economic context, it tends to
be zero-sum in the decision-making process.
The geopolitical rivalry between the major powers has been increasing for many
years. In the ‘Post-Cold War’ and ‘New Cold War’ era and after the COVID-19, though
globalization has committed the world to a win-win system, the actors have started to
return to zero-sum games when they prioritize their own interests, as it can be seen
clearly in the countries' foreign policy priorities and competitiveness.
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